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Automatic music transcription (AMT) is the process of generating
some form of notation-like musical score from a given acoustic
musical signal. In order to improve the performance of a frame-
based AMT system in note-based output, we attempt to integrate
onset/offset detection model into the current AMT system.

Overview Pitch Detection Model

• The input of the model is (252, 11, 2) tensors standing for 11
frames of 2 channel piano audio.

• The output of the model is an 88-dimensional vector
corresponding to the probabilities of pitch in notes A0-C8 on a
piano.

• We choose the kernels with shapes 25x5 and 5x3, which have
been shown perform better than others.

Onset/Offset Detection Model
Compared with other deep learning models, CNNs are good at
edge detection, because convolution is an effective way of
describing changes by applying the same linear transformation of
a small local region across the entire input.

Note Search Model

• The outputs of onset/offset model are filtered by a threshold,
the middle of successive positive frames is viewed as the time
point of onset/offset event.

• If there is no offset event between two onset events, more than
3 successive frames with low pitch probability (less than 0.1)
are viewed as the end of the note.

Results and Conclusion
The extracted features are fed to pitch, onset and offset
detection models. The output about pitch, onset and offset are
integrated by note search model to determine the final note
events which are the results of transcription.

Preprocessing

wave

down-sampled to 16kHz

compute CQTs

combine 11 CQTs to 1 frame

normalization

output (n, 252, 11, 2)
CQTs normalization ground truth

Constant Q transform (CQT)
• 7 octaves with 36 bins per octave, therefore:

𝑓"#$ = 32.7𝐻𝑧	 𝐶1 				𝑓"/0 = 4185.6𝐻𝑧	(𝐶8)
• Length of the input is 1024 and hop size is 512.

n To make the offset of each note more clear, we normalize 
the CQTs per frame (11 CQTS).

• The kernels with shape 25x3 are designed to estimate 
pitch in each frame.

• The kernels with shape 3x7 are more sensitive to the 
changes in time domain which are designed to detect 
onset and offset.

• The fully connected layers integrate pitch and onset/offset 
information.

MAPS (MIDI Aligned Piano Sounds)
• Mode I: randomly split, 216 pieces for training, 54 for test.
• Mode II: synthesized music (210 pieces) for training, real 

piano music (60 pieces) for test.

Mode I Mode II
frame Note Frame Note

Vincent 59.78 69.00 59.60 59.12
Sigtia 74.45 67.05 64.14 54.89
Ours 77.76 84.16 65.02 68.23

n The note-based results of the system proposed is much
better, which indicates our CNN based onset/offset model 
can improve the note accuracy of AMT system.
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